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Introduction to (& the beginnings of) World History Student Guide

I. What is world history?

A. _____________

B. . . . especially ____________

C. The ___________

II. Why do we study world history?

A. Imagine losing your past.

History is _____________________________.

B. People use historical _________.

C. A knowledge of the past is shared by _____________ people.

1. Your group has its own shared knowledge–that knowledge helps makes you a part of the group.

The world is bigger than you can imagine. This course of study will help you expand your ___________.

III. How do we know about the past? _____________

A. Most evidence is in the form of ______________________.

B. Archeology helps fill in where _______________________.

C. Historians develop methods for using _________ and _____________ evidence.

1. They evaluate evidence.

2. They develop _____________ (the narrative) based on critical evidence.

3. They refine the story with new __________ or new ________________.

4. They reflect the needs of their own culture.

IV. Where did humans come from?

A. The answer to this question is not obvious to all ______________ people.

B. To __________, humans evolved from lower animals.

1. Since atheists do not believe in God, God could not have created life.

2. Therefore, the scientific ev idence _________________ to support macro-evolution, because

there is no other possibility.

C. To Christians, God created humans, and whether he used evolution as one of his tools depends

__________________________.

1. The lack of clear scientific ev idence for ___________________ leaves the question open (or

rejected on religious grounds).

D. To believers in other religions, other answers may face the scientific ev idence in different ways.

V.  Archeology: the study of human-made objects [_________] of the past in order to reconstruct life in the past.

A. Dating: How old is the artifact?
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1. To use an artifact in reconstructing the past, archeologists need to know ____________________

and __________________.

2. Where it came from is easy to determine when it is found by an archeologist. When someone

else _____________ it from its site, that information may be lost.

a. The ______________________ of the object is one half of its location. The

__________________ is also important as material from the same level is probably the same age. A concern with

the vertical level is known as stratigraphy.

b. Over time, occupied ground rises as trash, old foundations, and general sediments

accumulate.

c. An understanding of stratigraphy dates from the 1660s.

3. _____________________ can often be dated using radiocarbon dating.

a. carbon diox ide in the air is partly ______________.

b. radioactive carbon __________ at a certain rate.

c. dead plants and animals take in _________ new radioactive carbon, and therefore begin

to lose radioactiv ity.

d. the _______ of radioactiv ity of the object gives its _______.

e. This dating tool was introduced in 1949.

Question: What artifacts can be dated using this method?

__________________________________________

4. For objects made of larger pieces of wood a special method of dating can sometimes be

used–________________________. The unique patterns of tree rings can be connected to

create a chart against which a piece of wood of unknown date can be measured.

a. During each growing season a tree adds _________ of growth, lighter material from the

wetter season and darker material where there is less rain and slower growth.

b. The thickness of one season’s growth depends on the rainfall for the year–the more rain,

the more growth.

c. The pattern of thicknesses over a period of years is unique in a given climate________.

d. Finding the thick-thin pattern of a piece of wood tells us when it was alive and growing.

f. This dating method goes back to the first half of the 1900s.

5. Because primitive peoples seldom introduce a new design for a type of object (like an arrowhead

or a pottery bowl), designs change slowly (and unconsciously). 

This can be called __________________________.

a. Over time, change would nonetheless ____________ (as in the party game telephone).

b. Knowing the date of one object enables the archeologist to date an artifact of identical

design (________________________).

B. Archeology helps history.

VI. Speech: the first great ______________ of the human mind

A. Speech allows humans to have _____________ and_____________.

B. Speech allows humans to _______, not just feel.

VII. Tools: the second great discovery of the human mind

A. Lost tools
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1. Tools made __________ stone or metal have mostly not surv ived.

B. Primitive stone tools

1. A stone used as a hammer without reshaping the stone is a __________ tool.

C. Advanced stone tools

1. Stones chipped or otherwise ____________ are advanced stone tools.

VIII. Agriculture: the________________ discovery of the human mind

A. Understanding how plants and animals reproduce is ________________.

B. Food gathers became ___________; hunters became ___________.

C. Agriculture changed human culture.

1. More food meant that farmers and herders had ______________________ _____________.

2. Farming created ____________.

3. Settled life made civ ilization ___________ [sedentary, non-nomadic].

D. Domesticating animals and plants aided herding and farming.

1. Domestication changes ______________________ of animals’ lives.

2. Domesticated plants thrive under _________________. W ild corn is extinct, while domesticated

corn cannot reproduce without human help.

 E. Footnote: seed banks preserve primitive diversity in case . . .________________

______________________________________________

IX. Culture

A. The word culture is used in many ways, but here it refers to all the ________, ____________, and

material aspects of a group of people.

B. Primitive culture refers to simple cultures. All cultures used to be _____________.

C. ______________ is another name for ______________. There have been few civ ilizations throughout

history, the first one being ______________________, in the land now called Iraq.

D. There are five civ ilizations currently alive.

1. ____________

2. ____________

3. ____________

4. ____________

5. __________________________

X. Technology

A. Machine invention and use have varied.

1. What materials does the culture have and understand?

2. How does the culture view _________________ and ________________?

3. What technology from the past does the culture possess?

B. Turning points in technology

1. the adoption of _________________________.

2. more complicated tools, often made of wood, and ___________________.

3. yet more complicated machines, often made of iron, and ___________ (gravity driven) or

_____________ (the so-called Industrial Revolution)

4. modern machines
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C. Key early developments

1. ________

2. ________

3. ___________

4. _______

5. _____________

6. _____________

XI. Metal

A. Metals have many advantages over __________.

1. Metal is ______________and _________________.

2. Metal is stronger than _______ and can be made ___________ than stone.

3. Metals took a long time to discover because they are usually disguised in an ore.

4. The first metals–_________ and __________–were discovered in their pure form in streams,

where bits of pure metal sparkled under the water.

5. Other low melting point metals, such as copper, were discovered when _____ containing them

was used near a fire or in a kiln and the metal melted out.

6. The first alloy, bronze, was discovered when ____________ and _______ were mixed together.

7. Metals (such as copper, bronze, and iron) gave the discovering communities advantages as long

as they could maintain their ________________.

B. All civ ilizations have used metals to one degree or another.

XII. Salt

A. Salt is necessary for human life; _______________ eaters must add salt to their diet.

B. Salt can mined where an area was once under a sea that ____________, leaving the salt behind.

C. Salt collecting led to _____________.

XIII. Trade

A. Because one group might have materials or products lacking among other groups, trade and trade routes

began to develop before civ ilization.

B. Trading ______________ the lives of all.

XIV. Writing developed in _______________ (here, simplified)

A. each symbol represented one _____________ [logograms]

B. each symbol represented one _______________ [sy llabaries]

C. each symbol represented a _________________ (such as indicated by the letters k and m) or a ______

_______________________ (such as indicated the letter x  and English vowels) [alphabets]

1. __________________ were used now and then (such as in Sumerian and Egyptian) before the

Phoenicians developed a writing system of only letters.

2. the first major alphabet (Phoenician) had no ___________ (vowels were added by the Hebrews)

3. vowels, lower case ________ capital letters, spaces, and punctuation came later

4. _________________ came to English after the medieval period
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XV. Money

A. Money, as a ___________________, made trades easier and therefore led to the creation of more wealth.

B. Money is as old as civ ilization and replaced _______________.

C. The first money consisted of bits of ______________________.

D. Coins came _________.

XVI. Sexual drive

Sexual attitudes and practices have varied greatly throughout history, but sexual drives have always influenced

________________________________________. Sexual drive is an invisible force driv ing much ______________

______________.

XVII. Xenophobia and __________________

A. Throughout history most people have been afraid of ________________ (xenophobia).

B. Throughout history most groups have considered themselves _______________________ (chauvinism).

C. Insiders have frequently mistreated outsiders.

XVIII. Suffering

A. Human suffering has __________________.

B. Some is caused by __________________________.

C. Some is caused by forces of nature, which may or may not be affected by human intervention.

1. Modern wealth and technology has lessened suffering due to disease.

2. Modern political practice has reduced suffering due to human oppression.

D. Some is caused by ______________________.

E. How to explain suffering has been a major issue throughout history.

1. _____________________ attempt to explain suffering.

XIX. War

A. Some civ ilizations have been warlike, some peaceful.

B. A culture or leader that looks to war as a first solution to problems is called militarist. Few groups have

been militaristic.

1. In Mesopotamian Civ ilization the Assyrians were ______________.

2. In Chinese Civ ilization, the _________ were militaristic.

3. In recent times, the Japanese leadership that led Japan into World War II were militaristic.

XX. The fragility of human life

A. Food

1. Until the 20  century, crop failures in one region would mean ___________________________th

______________________.  (What is different today?)

a. The wealth and high technology of some countries mean that they grow _____________ 

food.

b. Modern transportation systems create the ability to move food _______________.

c. (But politics sometimes interfere.)

B. Disease
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1. Though many diseases have lessened in severity (due to _______________________________),

diseases still injure and kill, and new diseases are coming into existence.

C. War

1. Warfare is currently less common, and many harmful effects of war are no longer so dangerous,

weapons have become stronger and therefore ____________________________________________.  

          

D. The physical environment

1. ____________

2. ____________

E. Lack of respect for life

1. by ______________

2. by ______________

XXI. The exercise and abuse of ________________

A. Since the beginning of time the stronger have used force to ___________________ the weaker.

1. Rulers have used tradition, religion, wealth, and force to _________________________ their

priv ileged positions.

2. Stronger nations have oppressed ________________________.

3. Us-vs.-them has motivated much _________.

4. Majorities have often oppressed ________________.

5. Minorities have sometimes oppressed ________________.

B. Today, free nations still use force, but for them that force rests on ____________________________ ,

and the governments’ powers are limited.

1. many nations still oppress through ____________________________________ and fewer limits

on their power than democratic nations have.

2. the twentieth century saw much struggling between those advocating freedom and those

advocating _____________________.

C. One way to look at history is to observe the slow, ragged, and uneven progress 

against _________________. We can discern five stages:

1. the oppressive rule of _____________________ (or group of men)

EXAMPLE: All the governments of the first civ ilizations

2. the rise of laws sneaking up on rulers and gradually _______________________

a. Laws and legal systems began as a way for rulers to ______________________ (and

justice) among their peoples, but much later came to limit the rulers themselves.

EXAMPLE: The Roman Republic, England from approx. the 13  to the 18  centuriesth th

b. This implies–eventually–________________ of all before the law.

c. Eventually, the basic law of a land comes to be contained in a _____________________.

1) _____________________ is an exception.

3. the rise of _____________________ (republican government), making it more difficult for leaders

to concentrate power.

a. Republican government is often defined in the United States as representative government,

although republican governments were not representative before the European medieval

period.
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4. the rise of ________________ (democratic) rule, with the majority periodically hiring the rulers and

oppressing minorities whenever they chose

a. Democratic rule requires a citizenry _____________________ to exercise democratic power

and wise enough to use it well.

EXAMPLE: The first French Republic

b. _________________________________ tends to follow democratic power. 

5. the rise of laws that protect minorities, limiting the powers of the majority and their hired leaders.

a. _______________ in stages 2 through 5 is the limiting of the power of government,

reducing its ability to interfere unnecessarily in the freedom of indiv iduals.

EXAMPLE: The United States of America and other modern “democracies”

D. Five stages on the road to freedom can be summarized thusly: 

_________________

___________________

_________________________________________

______________________________________________

_____________________________

E. The enemies of oppression include

1. ___________________

2. ___________________

3. ___________________ (republican government)

4. ____________________________________ (so-called democracy)

5. __________________

6. __________________________

XXII.  Doing evil, but believ ing it to be ________

A. Most indiv iduals we would call ev il saw themselves as _______________.

Examples: Lenin, Hitler, Mao Tse-Tung

B. Because most leaders have _________________ those under their power, we might see ______ leaders

throughout history as evil.

Examples: Caesar, Henry VIII, Peter the Great, Louis XIV., Napoleon

XXIII. Ideas are important

A. Ideas have influenced _______________.

1. People behave according to ________________________.

B. Ideas have freed people.

1. _____________________________ and developing __________________ led to the formation of

the United States of America, then other free countries.

2. The ideas of Adam Smith justified ___________________ for many people.

C. Ideas have ___________________.

1. Spartan political ideas enslaved the _____________________.

2. The ideas of Karl Marx led to _______________________ of more than a billion people.
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